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ABSTRACT
Since the installation of the CCD Electronic Box Replacement (CEB-R) during Servicing
Mission 4, the ACS Wide Field Channel has exhibited two bias anomalies that have been linked
to the CCDs’ external preamplifiers and the CEB-R’s dual-slope integrators. One anomaly is a
temporally stable bias gradient of 5-10 DN across each quadrant; the other anomaly is a local
bias shift that depends on the pixel signal and has an e-folding time comparable to the serial
transfer of several hundred pixels. Although the bias shift is relatively small (0.02−0.3% of the
pixel signal), it can be an impediment to high-contrast science observations and to the removal
of other electronic anomalies (e.g., 1/f noise). We have developed a pixel-based algorithm for
correcting the signal-dependent bias shift in full-frame WFC images. We describe the
calibration and tuning of this algorithm for each WFC quadrant, and we discuss the
implementation of this algorithm in the standard CALACS image processing pipeline.

Introduction
The ACS Wide Field Channel (WFC) was restored to operation after the successful installation
of the CCD Electronics Box Replacement (CEB-R) and a new low-voltage power supply during
Servicing Mission 4 (SM4). The CEB-R generates the bias and clock voltages needed to
operate the WFC CCDs, and it converts the analog video signal from the CCDs’ external
preamplifiers into 16-bit digital values via either the Clamp-and-Sample (C&S) or Dual-Slope
Integrator (DSI) modes of correlated double sampling (CDS). In contrast, the original CEB
contained only C&S circuitry. The DSI provides lower read noise than the C&S circuit, so the
DSI was made the default CDS mode for post-SM4 WFC operations.
WFC bias frames recorded with each CDS mode exhibit two characteristic differences from pre1

SM4 bias frames: (1) low-amplitude horizontal stripes caused by 1/f noise in an offset voltage
applied within the CEB-R after CDS (Grogin et al. 2011; Golimowski et al. 2011); and
(2) average bias values that increase with increasing horizontal and vertical distances from each
output amplifier. The latter phenomenon, called the “bias gradient” (Golimowski et al. 2011),
varies in magnitude among the four CCD quadrants and is more pronounced in DSI frames than
in C&S frames (Figure 1). The gradients are temporally stable, so they are effectively removed
from any science image via subtraction of a contemporaneous “superbias” reference frame.
Ground tests of the flight and spare WFC units showed that the high-pass AC filters associated
with the CCDs’ external preamplifiers (1) exhibit non-ideal, transient settling behavior, and
(2) add DC offsets to the filtered video signal that vary slowly as a function of the signal itself.
These effects are probable causes of the observed bias gradient, but the observed differences
between the C&S and DSI bias gradients suggest that they are also influenced by the choice of
CDS. Indeed, the signal-dependent DC offset from each external preamplifier is further
magnified by the slightly different gains in the up and down ramps of the DSI caused by
imperfectly matched feedback resistors in the ramp circuitry. This signal-dependent “bias shift”
is superposed on the static bias gradient and, like the bias gradient, varies in magnitude among
the four CCD quadrants.
During the post-SM4 CEB-R optimization campaign, the signal-dependent bias shift of each
quadrant was estimated using the differences between bias values measured in the 24-pixel-wide
physical prescan of increasingly illuminated flat-field images and bias values measured in a
10×10 pixel box located within the intersection of the physical prescan and the virtual overscan
(see Figure 8 of Golimowski et al. 2011). The 10×10 pixel box represents the region least
affected by bias shift and therefore provides the best fiducial bias measurement. The measured
DSI bias shifts for the A, B, C, and D quadrants were 0.02%, 0.22%, 0.30%, and 0.06% of the
illuminated pixel signal, respectively. Likewise, the measured C&S bias shifts were
0.01−0.02%, which compare well with the pre-SM4 value of 0.02% reported by Gilliland et al.
(2008). Such small bias shifts are generally inconsequential for ACS imaging and spectroscopy
of faint objects, but they can be a significant hindrance for studies of faint, extended sources in
the proximity of very bright or highly-exposed sources (Figure 2).
In this ISR, we present a one-dimensional, pixel-based correction for the signal-dependent bias
shift based upon a parametric description of the two electronic effects that cause it. This onedimensional correction does not apply to the two-dimensional bias gradient, which must be
subtracted from each image quadrant beforehand. The parametric correction presented here is
not unique, but it successfully eliminates spurious bias values in rows of CCD prescan that are
colinear with highly-exposed WFC images of Saturn located near and far from each output
amplifier. Although the correction benefits only a small percentage of ACS science programs, it
was implemented in version 2012.2 of the ACS image calibration pipeline (CALACS) for the
dual purposes of removing local bias residuals (Figure 2) and facilitating a separate CALACS
algorithm for suppressing the horizontal bias stripes caused by 1/f noise (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Contour maps of 6th-order polynomials fitted to each quadrant of the post-SM4 bias frames
obtained with the clamp-and-sample (top) and dual-slope integrator (bottom) modes (Golimowski et al. 2011).
The contours reflect the bias gradients in units of DN above the minimum value of each polynomial fit.
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Figure 2. Logarithmic display of DSI images of Saturn near (right) and far (left) from output amplifier B.
The broad bands emanating from Saturn show the signal-dependent bias shift caused by quadrant B’s
external preamplifier and the DSI circuitry. The bias shift trails the highly-exposed pixels in the serial
readout direction (right), but its long e -folding time causes it to “wrap around” to the next row of pixels (left).

Figure 3. Effect of bias shift on horizontal bias-stripe removal by CALACS. The panels show the same DSI
image of Saturn in quadrant B before (left) and after (right) bias-stripe removal. The “de-stripe” algorithm
computes the stripe value along each image row using an average of the corresponding rows of prescan from
all four quadrants. Thus, severe contamination of the prescan by bias shift in any quadrant can lead to oversubtraction of the bias stripes in all four quadrants. (Note the bilateral symmetry across the inter-CCD gap.)
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Algorithm for Removing Signal-Dependent Bias Shift
We have developed a parametric algorithm that corrects the two electronic effects that compose
the signal-dependent bias shift. First, the settling effects caused by the signal-dependent DC
offset from the high-pass AC filter are removed by subtracting a scaled difference of the true DC
signals computed from consecutive image pixels. (This correction applies to both DSI and C&S
modes of CDS.) Second, the mismatched gains of the DSI’s up and down ramps are corrected
by subtracting the true DC level, scaled by the DSI’s DC sensitivity, from the image data.
Because the bias shift imparted on any pixel depends on the DC offsets and video signals of
preceding pixels in the horizontal (serial) register, our corrective algorithm is one-dimensional.
Consequently, the two-dimensional bias gradient cannot be removed with our algorithm, despite
having some commonality with the bias shift. Fortunately, the long-term stability of the bias
gradient allows its removal by conventional subtraction of a contemporary “superbias” reference
frame as a precursory step to the bias-shift correction.
The following sequence of operations must be performed separately on each raw image quadrant
(after subtracting the bias gradient, but leaving the nominal DC offset) to remove the signaldependent bias shift characteristic of each quadrant:
1. Reformat the quadrant array so that the first physical prescan pixel processed though
the output node has coordinate (1, 1) and the last virtual overscan pixel processed
though the output node has coordinate (2072, 2068).
2. Calculate the mean, M, of the 10×10 pixel box located at the corner of the intersection
of the physical prescan and virtual overscan farthest from the output amplifier.
Designate this “fat zero” value as the initial value, A0, of the running DC average:
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where Pij is the value of the pixel in column i and row j.
3. Append Ngap virtual serial pixels to each row of CCD pixels to cover the time of the
parallel transfer, Tpar++= 3212 μs, of the next row into the serial register:

Ngap+=++Tpar++f+=+(3212%&s)(22%&s)−1 = 146

(2)+

The virtual pixels associated with each row have a fixed value, Pgap, which, in the
absence of illumination, allows a smooth transition between the nominal DC bias
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levels at the end of one row and the beginning of the next row. The simplest case of
constant Pgap for all rows in each quadrant applies only in the case of a purely
horizontal bias gradient. Having subtracted the two-dimensional bias gradient
beforehand, we can avoid row-dependent values of Pgap and set+Pgap = !! .
4. For every physical and virtual pixel clocked sequentially through the serial register,
compute:

An+=+FAC+An−1++++(1+–+FAC)+Pn++,+

+

+
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where An is the current DC level of the nth+pixel, Pn is the value of the nth+pixel, and
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where τ is the time constant of the high-pass AC filter and f = (22 μs)–1 is the
clocking frequency of the serial register.
5. For every pixel, calculate the true DC bias level, Bn :

Bn++=+RDC++An++,+ +

+

+

+
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where RDC is the ratio of the DC offset shift and the pixel signal (typically 30–40%).
6. Calculate the corrected pixel value, Qn, by subtracting (a) the true DC bias level
scaled by the DSI sensitivity, RDSI, and (b) the difference of the true DC bias levels of
the current and preceding pixels scaled by the ratio of the signal sampling time
(10 μs) and the serial clock time (22 μs):

Qn+=+(Pn+–+RDSI++Bn+)%–+10/22+(Bn+–+Bn−1)+ +

+

(6)%

7. Recompute the fat zero, M, from equation (1) and subtract it from the corrected pixel
array to remove any differences among the DC offsets of the four image quadrants:
( Qn)final+=+Qn+–+M

(7)

8. Remove Ngap virtual serial pixels from each row and restore the quadrant array to its
original format.
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Tuning the correction for each quadrant
The algorithm presented above contains four parameters (τ, RDC, RDSI, and Pgap) that must be
tuned to provide the best possible bias-shift correction in each image quadrant. Because we
subtract the two-dimensional bias gradients before the bias-shift correction is applied, we can set
Pgap+ =+ !! for all four quadrants. The parameters that represent the sensitivities of the external
preamplifier and the DSI to the pixel signal (RDC and RDSI) are hard to decouple without identical
calibration images recorded with both the C&S and DSI modes of CDS. The C&S option is
available but unsupported for post-SM4 observations, so we adopt an ad hoc value of RDC++ = 0.3
for all quadrants based on ground testing of the external preamplifiers in the flight spare WFC
unit. With Pgap and RDC presumptively set, the task of tuning the parameters for the DSI is
reduced to a study of the effects of τ+and%RDSI on the bias-shift correction in each quadrant.
We designed a Cycle 18 calibration program (12395) to tune the remaining parameters% using
highly-exposed F502N images of Saturn placed near and far from the output amplifiers of each
WFC quadrant (Figure 4). The orientation of the field of view was selected so that the projected
major axis of Saturn’s rings were approximately aligned with the CCD columns in order to
minimize contamination of the horizontal bias shift by poor parallel (vertical) charge-transfer
efficiency (CTE). Saturn was imaged near the serial register to further reduce the ill effects of
poor parallel CTE. We assume that the relatively weak effect and short timescale of the serial
(horizontal) CTE is inconsequential to our bias-shift analysis (Anderson & Bedin 2010). Some
images obtained in quadrants B and D were marred by optical ghosts (Stankiewicz et al. 2008),
but these ghosts did not impede our ensuing analysis.
To remove the bias gradient from each image quadrant, we subtracted the superbias reference
file (vb41936cj_bia.fits) created from the median of 24 bias frames recorded contemporaneously
with our images of Saturn. We then applied our bias-shift correction algorithm to the gradientsubtracted frames using estimated values of τ and RDSI% derived shortly after SM4 from highly
exposed internal flat-field images whose bias gradients had not been removed. These estimated
values serve as a reasonable starting point for iteratively tuning the parameters for correction of
sparse, high-contrast astronomical scenes as represented by Saturn.
These initial estimates of τ and RDSI visibly reduce the bias shift from Saturn (Figure 5), but no
comparable “truth” images exist that would allow us to quantitatively compare the corrected
images with images that are intrinsically free of bias shift. Consequently, we used the residual
bias-shift signals in the 24 non-illuminated prescan pixels of each image row as measures of the
efficacy of the chosen set of parameters and as indicators of any needed adjustments to those
parameters. Although the 24 prescan pixels span only a small fraction of the bias-shift decay
profile (Figure 2), our tactic of recording images of Saturn both near and far from the prescan of
each quadrant allows us to sample the decay profiles at two widely separated locations.
Consequently, we are able to place greater leverage on the e-folding time of the bias shift, or
equivalently the value of τ, than is possible using uniformly illuminated flat-field images.
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Figure 4. Sum of eight 10 sec F502N images of Saturn positioned near and far from the output amplifiers of
each WFC image quadrant. All images were recorded on UT 2011 March 12. The bias gradients have not
been removed, but the fat-zero values have been subtracted from each quadrant to enable uniform display
scales. Examples of the electronic bias-shift anomaly and previously known optical ghosts are labeled.

Figures 6 and 7 show the prescan values as a function of row position before and after,
respectively, the application of the non-optimal bias-shift correction to each quadrant in which
Saturn was imaged. The left and right plots show the resulting prescan values when Saturn was
imaged near and far from each output amplifier, respectively. The mostly flat prescan traces in
the left plot of Figure 7 indicate that the initial estimates of τ and RDSI% are satisfactory for
correcting the bias shift in the immediate vicinity of Saturn, as expected for such parameters
obtained from the highly illuminated, post-SM4 flat-field images. On the other hand, the
positive residual bias-shift values in the right plot of Figure 7 at the row positions spanned by
Saturn suggest that the initial value of τ is too large to account for the observed decay profile of
the bias shift. Note that the largest residuals occur when Saturn is placed far from amplifier B, as
is apparent in the upper right panel of Figure 5.
To tune the bias-shift correction parameters for each quadrant, we alternately adjusted the values
of τ and RDSI% until the root-mean-square statistics of the residuals in the regions of prescan
affected by Saturn were minimized. Figure 8 shows the minimized residual prescan traces for
each quadrant and Saturn image position. The final sets of tuned parameters for each quadrant
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Figure 5. Initial application of bias-shift correction using estimated parameters obtained from analysis of
post-SM4 internal flat-field images.

The upper panels show the same DSI image of Saturn in quadrant B

before (left) and after (right) subtraction of the bias gradient and correction of the bias shift. Likewise, the
lower panels show the same DSI image of Saturn in quadrant C before (left) and after (right) the operations.
The fat-zero values have been subtracted from each quadrant to enable uniform display scales.

The bias

shift has been largely removed by the initial correction, but the apparent residual signal in quadrant B (upper
right) and the discontinuous background signal across the quadrant boundaries suggest that further tuning of
the parameters is warranted.
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Figure 6. Prescan values of each quadrant containing an image of Saturn, before bias-shift correction.
Left: Prescan values when Saturn is placed near each output amplifier. Right: Prescan values when Saturn
is placed far from each output amplifier. The bias shift from the disk and rings of Saturn is clearly seen in
quadrants B and C; the effect is 3-5 times weaker in quadrants A and D. The curves marked B and C in the
right plot trace the prescans of quadrants B and C shown in the top-left and bottom-left panels of Figure 5.

Figure 7.

Prescan values of each quadrant containing an image of Saturn, after application of the initial

(non-optimal) bias-shift correction. Left: Prescan values when Saturn is placed near each output amplifier.
Right: Prescan values when Saturn is placed far from each output amplifier. The red arrows indicate areas
of under-corrected bias shift at row positions spanned by the images of Saturn. The traces marked B and C
in the right plot correspond to the prescans of quadrants B and C shown in the top-right and bottom-right
panels of Figure 5.
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Figure 8.

Prescan values of each quadrant containing an image of Saturn, after application of the final

(optimal) bias-shift correction.

Left: Prescan values when Saturn is placed near each output amplifier.

Right: Prescan values when Saturn is placed far from each output amplifier.

Table 1.

Parameters for optimal bias-shift correction of WFC images recorded with DSI

are listed in Table 1. The complete set of Saturn images shown before and after our optimal
bias-shift correction is presented in Figures 9−16.
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Caveats and limitations
Although the parameters listed in Table 1 yield optimal bias-shift corrections for the default DSI
mode of CDS, they are not unique solutions for the DSI, and the values of τ and RDC may not
yield the best correction for the available-but-unsupported C&S mode. A truly optimized set of
parameters for both CDS modes must first have a properly tuned value of RDC,%which can only be
obtained from calibration images of Saturn (or another suitable target) recorded with the C&S
mode. Given the satisfactory results of this investigation and the unlikely use of the C&S mode
in future ACS observing cycles, we do not foresee a need to refine RDC+++beyond the value adopted
for the DSI solution presented in this ISR.
While the general formula of our bias-shift correction can be applied to any WFC readout mode,
the parameters listed in Table 1 are tuned only for full-frame (4144 × 2068 pixels) WFC1 and
WFC2 images recorded with the default serial clock rate of ~45 kHz. Differences between the
clocking patterns of the full-frame and subarray readout modes preclude the use of the bias-shift
correction presented here with images recorded in any of the subarray modes supported after
SM4. Because the number of subarray science images obtained per observing cycle is small, we
do not presently intend to calibrate the bias-shift correction for the subarray modes.

Implications for CALACS
The bias-shift correction presented in this ISR is the last of four corrective algorithms developed
after SM4 to compensate for electronic artifacts imposed upon WFC images by the CEB-R or by
prolonged exposure to HST’s radiation environment. The other three algorithms provide pixelbased corrections for amplifier crosstalk (Suchkov et al. 2010), CTE (Anderson & Bedin 2010),
and the horizontal stripes caused by 1/f noise (Grogin et al. 2011). All four corrections were
integrated into version 2012.2 of the CALACS pipeline software in May 2012, and all post-SM4
ACS/WFC science images are now processed with these corrections as part of the standard onthe-fly (re)calibration protocol.
As demonstrated in Figure 3, the contamination of just one quadrant’s prescan by bias shift can
corrupt the horizontal “de-stripe” algorithm currently implemented in CALACS. Likewise,
untreated or poorly corrected bias stripes and crosstalk ghosts can adversely affect the
subsequent pixel-based CTE correction. Consequently, the bias-shift correction is performed in
CALACS before the other three operations as part of a revised BLEVCORR module. Figures 9−16
show the results of successively performing the bias-gradient removal (i.e., superbias subtraction
via the BIASCORR module), bias-shift correction, crosstalk correction, and bias “de-stripe”
algorithm on our complete set of Saturn images.
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Figure 9. WFC image of Saturn positioned in quadrant A near the output amplifier. Left: Image after fatzero subtraction, but retaining static bias gradients, signal-dependent bias shift, crosstalk, and horizontal bias
stripes. Note that the bias shift effect is weakest in quadrant A, but quadrant B exhibits a negative ghost
image of Saturn caused by amplifier crosstalk. Right: Image after successive removal of bias gradients, bias
shift, crosstalk, and bias stripes.

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, except that Saturn is positioned in quadrant A far from the output amplifier.
Note the crosstalk ghost in quadrant B near the boundary with quadrant A in the uncorrected image.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 9, except that Saturn is positioned in quadrant B far from the output amplifier.
Note that the bias shift effect is ~4 times stronger in quadrant B than in quadrant A. Note also the crosstalk
ghost in quadrant A near the boundary with quadrant B in the uncorrected image.

Figure 12.

Same as Figure 11, except that Saturn is positioned in quadrant B near the output amplifier.

Note the crosstalk ghost near amplifier A in the uncorrected image.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 9, except that Saturn is positioned in quadrant C near the output amplifier. Note
that the bias shift effect is ~5 times stronger in quadrant C than in quadrant A. Note also the crosstalk ghost
near amplifier D in the uncorrected image.

Figure 14. Same as Figure 13, except that Saturn is positioned in quadrant C far from the output amplifier.
Note the crosstalk ghost in quadrant D near the boundary with quadrant C in the uncorrected image.
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 9, except that Saturn is positioned in quadrant D far from the output amplifier.
Note that the magnitude of the bias shift is similar to that in quadrant A. A faint crosstalk ghost appears in
quadrant C near the boundary with quadrant D in the uncorrected image.

An optical ghost appears in

quadrant A near the inter-CCD gap.

Figure 16.

Same as Figure 15, except that Saturn is positioned in quadrant D near the output amplifier.

Note the crosstalk ghost near amplifier C in the uncorrected image. Optical ghosts appear across the interCCD gap and in the upper left corner of quadrant A.
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